PELLY    BAY
a sled and man to take me there, and it is your job to/p£ovide
them for me and to see that I get there.5	\ \
That was all he wanted to hear. Instantly he was\i$ fine
humour; he stopped coughing and I do not believe he^sgat
oftener than ten times a minute. Next day we were on the trail
again over a terrain as monotonous as the frozen sea.
Whenever Algunerk beat his dogs I would go back and sit
quietly on the sled, refusing to budge until the dogs were free of
his lash. But it made no difference to him. He beat his dogs
out of the same impulse which made him, from time to time,
beat his wife: he had worked himself up to a pitch of anger, and
that was all there was to it. One after the other, he would
tackle each dog in turn, grcwiing and swearing as he swung the
whip. He would pull a dog towards him by the individual trace
to which it was harnessed, the beast meanwhile crawling and
resisting his pulling, and howling with terror. Once he had the
dog at his feet he would take the stock of the whip to it and
beat it over the loins and kidneys as hard as he could. Eskimo
dogs must, as a matter of evolution, have backs specially built
against these beatings, for when the horrible scene was over, the
dog would rise with no ribs broken and go back to its place.
But Algunerk's fury was not sated by a single beating. He
would run alongside and continue to slash and hit even after
we had started up again, bounding among the traces with an
agility astonishing in a man of his years (for he was by no means
young). Now and then, to my intense pleasure, he would trip
up in the traces; but he always managed to roll cleverly out of
the way of the heavy sled and get to his feet swearing harder
than before. On the day I best remember, he had so embroiled
the traces that the dogs had to stop, and the old man beat and
beat and beat them until he sank down in the snow panting for
breath. After a bit he got up, went back to the sled, and sat
exhausted and motionless, his legs dangling over the side of the
load. I said to him:
4You beat your dogs. It is bad for the dogs and bad for you.'
He said nothing, and indeed there was nothing he could say.
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